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Poly to cut $6.2 million
Senate says 5 percent academic cut likely as budget process begins
puses,” Koob said.
He said the Board of Trustees
Staff■Wrüsf____
wants to know if the governor’s
An advisory com m ittee budget warrants “the political
charged with making budget battle” of developing a plan for
reduction recommendations told increased student fees.
“(PACBRA) will create an al
the Academic Senate Tuesday
that Cal Poly must trim $6.2 mil gorithm that says this is how we
apply this in principle,” he said.
lion from next year’s budget.
Jack Wilson, chairman of the “But the actual implementation
Academic Senate and a member and decision about budget cuts
of the FVesident’s Advisory Com will come at a later date.”
mittee on Budget Resources Al
location (PACBRA), said instruc
tional programs may have to en “At the end of March
dure a 5 percent cut to meet the we should be ready
committee’s preliminary recom to make public some
mendations.
Vice President for Academic sort of proposed budget
Affairs Robert Koob said non-in- cut in detail.”
structional services are slated for
Robert Koob
a 7.4 percent cut. Those services
Vice President,
in c lu d e S tu d e n t A ffairs,
Academic Affairs
Academic Affairs, Business Af
fairs, Information Systems and
Koob said the proposed
other support systems.
figures allow Cal Poly to give the
Wilson said PACBRA’s recom Chancellor’s office an idea of the
mendations are not final, and potential impact of the budget
may be changed at a later date.
cuts, but not how those reduc
Koob described the four stages tions are carried out.
in PACBRA’s process of budget
Those decisions will occur
cut recommendations. He called during the second stage of the
PACBRA’s initial recommenda process, he said, when the col
tion the first step.
leges, administrative depart
“It’s the part of the process ments and support services
where (the trustees) try to assess propose how and where to make
the impact of the governor’s those cuts. He said they will
budget on the various cam have two to three weeks to bring
By Amy Hooper
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. .paint ball warriors like this one pay to hunt one another in
a 30-acre park in Santa Margarita. For more details on paint
ball wars, see page 6 in the Arts and Entertainment section

Heavy rains
can’t phase
Poly campus

that information forward.
“At the end of March we
should be ready to make public
some sort of proposed budget cut
in detail,” Koob said.
He said PACBRA will then
use that information to create a
model for the implementation of
the budget cuts, and that model
will be set before and dissected
by various groups like faculty,
staff and ASI.
“At the end of April, PACBRA
comes back together and says,
Tlere’s what our constituencies
have told us,’” Koob said.
He said with the suggestions
and the review of those sugges
tions, PACBRA wll then make
final recommendations to Presi
dent Baker.
Koob said the final stage in
volves implementation of those
recommendations
and
con
tinuous review of the proposals.
Koob said layoff notices, if
needed, will be sent out May 14
and 15.
“It’s unfortunate, because by
(then), we will still not know
what the state budget is or what
the student fee plan will be,” he
said. “There is a certain amount
of guessing in taking that step.”
Faculty reaction to the
process included outrage and
doubt.
See AC ADEM IC SENATE, page 9
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By Carolyn Nielsen
City E d ito r __________

Aside from the occasional annoying
drip into the buckets on some classroom
floors, the storm that was said to end the
state’s drought barely phased Cal Poly.
Facility Services Associate Director Bob
Pattee said uncharacteristically heavy
rains have not been much of a problem
eiside from various ceiling leaks around
campus.
Unlike last month’s gale-force winds
which toppled trees and knocked out
power lines around town, the rains
haven’t done much more than dampened
spirits — and the audiovisual department
floor.
Dick Tibbetts, who works in the
department located in the basement of
the old business building, said that when
the skies opened up, water came up
through the floor. Facility Services has
been vacuuming up the half-inch-deep
puddle as needed, Tibbetts said. No equipment was damaged.
According to news reports, the
weekend snowstorm in the Sierras
brought the snowpack to 140 percent and
filled rescTWoirs around the state to near
capacity.
Cal Poly gets its water from the Wliale
Rock reservoir, located north of San Luis
Obispo. Bob Hamilton, who works at the
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This San Luis Obispo citizen and his companion think twice about crossing San Luis Creek, shown here swollen from recent rains.

reservoir, said he was ecstatic that Whale
Rock is 59.3 percent full compared to 40.8
percent at this time last year. “We didn’t
expect to have this much rain this year,”
he said. If the reservoir is at full capacity,
it allocates nearly 4.5 billion gallons to
the campus, he said.
The longest and worst drought in
California history may be over for now,
but natural resource management profes

World

sor James Vilkitas said this season’s
storms may prove to be just a drop in the
bucket.
“When our reservoir started to drop
five years ago, they came down quick,” he
said. “We will have to have adequate rain
fall every year for them to be main
tained.”
Vilkitas said he was cautious about
declaring the drought over, “especially if

City

we are going to continue building.” He
said growth in San Luis Obispo could sig
nificantly reduce water sources and pose
a danger to agriculture. Vilkitas feels that
whenever there is a problem allocating
water, “agriculture always loses.”
He said if San Luis Obispo stops grow
ing, it would have enough water to sup
port both agriculture and commercial
uses without water rationing.
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Canadian prime minister resigns after controversy
Ottowa. Canada
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, bat
tered by the lowest popularity ratings in
Canadian polling history, called it quits
Wednesday, ending months of speculation
about his future.
Dogged by a three-year recession, un
able to unite the country’s bickering
provinces or solve its French-English
divisions, Mulroney bowed to the in
evitable but went out insisting that he
could have won again.
“The time has come for me to step
aside,” Mulroney said. “I’ve done my very
best for my country and my party and I
look forward to the enthusiasm and
renewal only new leadership brings.”
The 53-year-old Quebec lawyer who led
his Progressive Conservative party for 10
years said he would remain in office until
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“It's a new ball gam e, from the perspective
o f our im age in the country.”
Conservative Party member Robert Corbett
it selected a new leader.
National elections must be held before
Nov. 21 and the date will be up to party’s
new leader.
Mulroney’s tenure was torpedoed by
his failure to come to grips with Canada’s
economic crisis, its soaring debt and an
unemployment rate over 11 percent. He
also was unable to resolve the constitu
tional crisis fired by French-speaking
Quebec’s desire for special status in the
confederation.
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“It’s a new ball game, from the
perspective of our image in the country,”
said Conservative party member Robert
Corbett.
Waiting in the wings are many conser
vatives anxious to take over the top spot,
including Defense M inister Kim
Campbell, Trade Minister Michael Wil
son, Communications Minister Perrin
Beatty and Environment Minister Jean
Charest.
The Tbries’ most respected politician.

head of a San Francisco thrift convicted of misusing
funds in 1990, said the fines are “unenforceable” and “do
nothing more than give the appearance of government
action.”
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S&L defendants haven’t paid up

Honig sentenced, plans appeal
Sacramento. Calif.

Washington. P.C.
More than 100 savings and loan defendants who es
caped long prison terms in exchange for making penalty
payments have repaid less than a half-penny per dollar
of the $133.8 million they owe, according to an Associated
Press review of federal court records.
Some defendants readily acknowledge there is little
chance the 109 convicted S&L figures who received plea
bargains will ever repay the huge fines and restitutions.
“The restitution orders in these cases are thrown
around like there are nickels and dimes involved,” said
Woodrow Brownlee, former president of Dallas-based
Commodore Savings Association. He has repaid just
$3,000 of the $1 million in restitution ordered in a plea
bargain that spared him any prison time.
George Calhoun, a senior Justice Department
prosecutor, said an aggressive approach would do little
because “in a good number of the cases ... they’ve pretty

State schools chief Bill Honig was sentenced Wed
nesday to four years’ probation, removed from office
and fined $10,800 by a judge who declined to reduce
Honig’s felony conflict-of-interest convictions to mis
demeanors.
Honig, 55, California’s top public schools official for
more than a decade and an educator with a nation
wide reputation, also faced more than $330,000 in res
titution for improperly steering public money to his
wife’s educational program.
“He (Honig) utilized state funds to achieve a direct
benefit to his wife and an indirect benefit to himself,”
said Superior Court Judge James L. Long as he
pronounced sentence.
well been stripped clean by the time they get to court.”
Attorney Christopher Cannon, who represented the
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Constitutional Affairs Minister Joe Clark
reiterated his weekend announcement
that he was resigning from politics and
had no desire to become prime minister
again. Clark had led the country from
1979 to 1980.
The North American Free Trfde
Agreement between the United States,
Canada and Mexico is not likely to be en
dangered by Mulroney’s departure be
cause the Conservatives are ^expected to
push it through parliament before the
general election.
Mulroney was first elected prime min
ister in 1984 and his government was re
elected in 1988.
He set new lows for unpopularity after
a three-year-old recession that sent the
federal debt soaring.

Analyst criticizes Wilson’s plan
Sacramento. Calif.

The Legislature’s budget analyst, suggesting more
than $1 billion in savings, said Wednesday that Gov. Pete
Wilson’s budget plan lacks details and contains $8.5 bil
lion in risks.
Elizabeth Hill, presenting her office’s detailed budget
analysis to the Legislature, said Wilson’s $51.2 billion
plan contains no suggestions for getting the state out of
its perennial budget crisis. This is the third year in a row
that the state is facing a billion-dollar-plus deficit.
“The budget does not provide a road map for the
state’s budget problems in the out years,” she told a
Capitol news conference.
The analysis contains a suggestion shifting all welfare
and trial court funding to the state.
Compiled from Associated Press Reports
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The most effective birth control method yet3 months hassle-free protection.

Call us now!
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Planned Parenthood
177 Santa Rosa Street
San Luis Obispo
549-9446

Confidential, Affordable,

Q u a l i t y Car e
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Criminal Law Specialists
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S T E IN S CASCIOLA
Jeffrey R. Stein

Attorney* At Lot
Certifled as Specialists in Criminal
L*'''
Caufomia State Bar Board
of Legal Specialization.

Chris Casciola

Practice Limited To Criminal Law and Drunk Driving
Affordable Fees • No charge for initial consultation

541-4135

1119 Palm Street, San Luis Obispo
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Peg Pinard sits in the middle of former running mates at Penny Rappa and Jerry Reiss at a fall meeting.

Pinard brings calm approach

PRESENTS

Tim e constraints com e with her new job as mayor
By Michael Sheats
Staff Writer

When Mayor Peg Pinard
enters a conversation, debate, or
argument, she knows that the
best way to get anywhere is to
phrase your statements careful“The minute you ‘start any
kind of a sentence with a judg
ment, you’ve just ruined the
meeting,” Pinard said. “You’ve
just taken it out of the realm of
reason and into the realm of
emotion and that’s not going to
get you anywhere.
“This sort of sounds like a
ground school for being mayor
but there is no name calling. No
statement of disagreement starts
with, ‘you are.“! feel’, let’s go
with that, it’s more real.”
Pinard, an energetic woman,
learned this lesson at a young
age.
Pinard said her early family
life was one of abuse, and be
cause of it, she won’t allow her
self or those around her to begin
a statement with the judgments
she grew up with.

“One of the things that makes
me cringe is parents name-call
ing at their kids — things like
‘you’re so stupid’,” she said. “I
grew up with that and would
never do that to someone else.
That’s a p>ersonal conviction.”
The mayor said the biggest
drawback to her new job is that
she now finds there aren’t
enough hours in the day to meet
with all who wish to see her.
She said, however, that she
never let the time restrictions
hurt her relations with her fami
ly. Pinard is married to Cal Poly
sociology professor Leo Pinard
and has one daughter attending
the U n iv ersity of Loyola
Marymount and one attending
Sacramento State.
However, instead of letting
her childhood destroy her,
Pinard tries to turn it into a
learning experience. She has
worked hard at creating positive
environments both as a mother
and now as the city’s new mayor.
“I’d look at the environment I
grew up in and I’d say ‘I know
the world is better, I know
there’s more I can do,’” she said.

Friend for Life

C

Woodstock’s:
The Best for Less

Free Pregnancy Testing

m l
Pregnancy Counseling
e3Support

In 1988, after co-founding the
Old Town Neighborhood Associa
tion and participating in other
community organizations, Pinard
decided to become more heavily
involved in the community. As a
result she was elected to the City
Council. And when the oppor
tunity came last November to
run for mayor, Pinard seized it.
So far, as mayor, Pinard sees
the relationship between the stu
dents and the community as
working well.
“We benefit from having
young people here, so we don’t
become isolated in an elderly
population,” she said. “It’s good
tempering for keeping people in
the community.”
The mayor said the student
population is no different then
any other segment of the popula
tion.
“It’s important that the com
munity gives (the students)
credit for their presence and that
community leaders not let any
group in society zero in on one
aspect and say, ‘th at’s the
See PINARD, page 10
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Dressing up to go drinking

Talking crops

Hey Pete: I realize your Mustang 'Ikvem editorial was
meant in fun, but you’re making this cool bar sound threaten
ing.
Can I ask you something?
What’s more personally threatening than going into a bar
knowing that you’re going to be judged what you wear or what
greek organization you’re associated with? Sure, the “Tavern”
is not an art-deco-mecca, but where else can you go to drink a
beer in proper drinking attire — jeans, sweats, T-shirts, no
makeup, and comfortable shoes???!
I’m not mad at your editorial; it was actually quite amusing,
but a better satirical bar story could be about those establish
ments (you all know where I’m referring to) where a girl is al
most expected to “show some leg” or wear a Lycra bodysuit.
Guys, you’ll probably also agree that getting, dressed up to go
drinking is ¿m ost a contradiction. Sure, it’s fun to meet and
mingle, but wouldn’t you rather meet a “real” individual than
some fake done-up clone? Wouldn’t it be nice to get a “close to
true” image of your prospective friends — even when “beer gog
gles” take effect?
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Jill Musser
Environmental Engineering

Our excuse

By Ron N ielsen
For a person seeking an
education in the world of food
and fiber, Cal Poly offers a plate
heaping with opportunity.
A growing slice of that
agricultural opportunity starts
with the proposition that syn
thetic chemicals and fertilizers
can be bypassed in favor of
managing fertility and pest con
trol through a variety of alterna
tive strategies.
Many within the agricultural
com m unity, in clu d in g in 
dividuals here at Cal Poly, view
organic farming with a skewed
glance, and even ridicule. But is
that a fair evaluation as the
world around us continues to
change, and agriculture along
with it?
Is Cal Poiys plate big enough
to accommodate organic farm
ing? The answer is yes.
Certified organic production
on a commercial scale in the
1990s is virtually identical to
non-certified organic production
on a commercial scale in the
1990s.
A look behind the scenes of
the organic industry (that’s what
they call themselves now, an in
dustry) would identify dozens of
Cal Poly graduates working in
organics — men and women
making significant contributions
to profitable operations.
They didn’t learn organic
production or organic marketing
at Cal Poly; they learned the ins
and outs of agriculture, and
that’s exactly what commercialscale organic farming is —
agriculture.
Three areas in particular can
be highlighted.
All farmers need to opierate in
an atmosphere that promotes
propt'r use of equipment with
correct safety pr(x;edures. Cal
Poly ag students are required to
learn tractor and machine-han
dling skills that include safety
measures and the importance of
equipment maintenance.
U n n ecessary eq u ip m en t
breakdowns show up as red ink
on anyone’s bottom line.
The third area is one in which
Cal Poly truly excels; interaction

among students (and faculty)
that promotes an atmosphere of
communication and understand
ing.
Through participation in
clubs, enterprise projects and the
Ag Council, students from
diverse geographical locales and
backgrounds learn to operate in
groups; to organize, communi
cate, compromise and work
together to reach common goals.
Leaders rise to the top as hidden
talents emerge.
Agriculture thrives on per
sonal relationships, goodwill and
trust between disparate parties.

It's tough to engage
in an us vs. them
when they is us.

promoting a healthy, diverse,
living soil. Such a growing
medium, which is the ultimate
support of all civilization,
produces strong, healthy plants.
The link can be extended to the
farmer, the farm family, the com
munity and society.
The differences between con
ventional and certified organic
production arise from a different
philosophical foundation. The old
adage states that the greatest
change required in making the
switch away fi*om chemicals is
the change that takes place be
tween the farmer’s ears.
For example, a Sacramentoarea certified organic grower is
now the chief customer of his
local crop duster, who delivers
organic fertilizers to the leaves of
the grower’s 300-plus acres of
processing tomatoes. The most
visible and controversial symbol
of the agrichemical age — the
low fl3nng crop duster — is thriv
ing thanks to his local certified
organic farmer.
It’s tough to engage in an us
vs. them debate when they is us.
Participants in the Cal Poly
Student Experimental Farm
recently decided against enroll
ing the 1.25-acre market garden
with an organic certifying agen
cy. Such a desig;nation would be
difficult to maintain as students
come and go, and would restrict
the land’s role as an experimen
tal laboratory.
While the small hillside gar
den is a campus Eden, much
more opportunity can be offered
to ag students.
The time is right to assign a
piece of. ground for organic
production and begin employing
the wealth of agricultural
knowledge on this campus to
demonstrate the viability of or
ganic production.
The time is right to add
another entree to Cal Poly’s
plate.

A good dose of communication
and compromise is needed within
the organic community.
When several dozen organic
growers met in Morro Bay 20
years ago this month to form
California Certified Organic
Farmers, most of them had never
met before, even though they all
occupied the same agricultural
niche. Missing was a history of
communication and commonality
that is fostered so well at this
university.
In January, more than 1,000
growers and others in the or
ganic in d u stry m et n ear
Monterey in the largest gather
ing of its kind in the nation. The
community has come a long way
in 20 years, but if the oppor
tunities that exist are to be real
ized, all parties have to work
together for common goals. The
same is true for so-called conven
tional agriculture.
A few terms. Certified organic
farming denotes a production en
tity certified by a third party
Ron Nielsen is an agriculture
through insjjections and strict graduate student at Cal Poly,
record-keeping.
and is involved with the Brock
The term biological farming Center for Agricultural Jour
denotes a similar philosophy — nalism.

I am writing in response to the article in the Monday, Feb.
22 edition of Mustang Daily about the alleged theft (is it even
possible to “steal” a free publication) of approximately 6,000
papers from the newsracks on campus. I found the article to be
at best irresponsible and amateurish, and at worst, libelous.
As of the writing of the article and this letter, nobody has
been charged or arrested for the alleged theft. For the editors
to try and convict one person on the basis of circumstantial
evidence is by itself criminal. As editors of a public forum, they
have a responsibility to present facts and to leave their
opinions on the opinion page. The leader of this diatribe, peter
hartlaub, asserts that the papers actions parallel the United
States’ policy of not giving in to terrorist threats. The United
States has an even older policy of innocence until guilt is
proven in court. He seems to have been overanxious to show off
his ignorance in which he must take great pride, as evidenced
by the frequency with which he displays it.
The only excuse I can think of for the staff and editors is
that they took the spirit of Mardi Gras a bit too far and were
masquerading as responsible journalists.
Jonathan Jaeger
Electronic Engineering

‘God bless America’
Isn’t the United States militau*y great?! The only place you
can get a medal for killing a man, and kicked out for loving
one. God bless America.
Mark Swain
Ornamental Horticulture

Mustang Daily Policies
Commentaries and reporter's notebooks are the opinions
of the author and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints of
Mustang Daily. Unsigned editorials represent the majority
opinion of the editorial staff.
Letters to the editor should be typed, less than 250
words, and should include the author's name, phone number and
major or occupation. Because of space limitations, shorter letters
have a better chance of appearing in Mustang Daily.
Commentaries should be between two and three pages
(between 800 and 1,000 words), double-spaced, and turned in to
the opinion editor's box at Mustang Daily. Commentaries are
welcome from students, faculty and members of the community;
submission does not insure publication. Mustang Daily's opinion
staff reserves the right to edit letters and commentaries for
length, accuracy and clarity. Submissions to the opinion page or
inquiries about Mustang Daily can be made at the Mustang Daily
office. Graphic Arts room 226. Electronic mail submissions can be
made via bbailey@trumpet.calpoly.edu .
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Musical explores pleasures and pains of family life
The set is designed with the
metaphor of a board game in
mind. Chairs on the set take the
Life is like a game in the form of red dice. The raised floor
musical comedy “Togetherness,” of the stage is painted like a
which is being performed at Cal game board. The four per
Poly this weekend.
formers, dressed in primary
“Tbgetherness” is a humorous colors, move around the stage
look at the pleasures and pains like game pieces.
The game metaphor extends
of family life. The 12 comic
throughout
the play. In the first
scenes center around the
problems and consequent resolu scene, the father, played by
physical therapist and Cal Poly
tions of one family of four.
By Dawn Sievers

Staff Writer

alumni Ed Cardoza, loses an im
portant blue file folder. As he
angrily accuses his family of
moving it, a game card displayed
in the background reads: “Miss
ing blue file folder, lose a turn.”
The play is a series of
everyday conflicts which even
tually resolve peacefully.
Mike Malkin, theater and
dance department head, wrote
the script and most of the lyrics.
Though he has written other
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Ed Cardoza and music sophomore Gabriella Maria Bova play father and daughter in “Togetherness.”

plays and several books, this is
his first musical.
Malkin said “Togetherness”
has a relatively positive view of
family life.
“The minor forces which draw
this family apart are not nearly
as strong as those which keep it
together,” he said.
The title song, “Togethemesg,”
expresses the idea of conflict
resolution when it is sung both
at the beginning and the end of
the performance.
At the beginning, it is dis
sonant and is sung while the per
formers angrily slam doors. At
the end of the play, the conflicts
have been resolved and the same
tune is more harmonious.
“The family looks — not oddly
enough — much like my own,”
Malkin said.
The cast of “Tbgetherness”
consists of a father, mother, and
two children.
Stephanie Ann Schaeffer, a
music senior, is cast as the
mother. Playing the two children
are Gabriella Maria Bova, a
music sophomore, and Eric C.
Bauer, a math senior.
Malkin said he first directed
Cardoza in a play 11 years ago,
when Cardoza was still a student
at Cal Poly.
“They keep coming back,”
Malkin said. “I’ve asked (Ed)
why he keeps doing this and he
says ‘How could I not?’”
Auditions for the play were
held during the first week of
winter quarter. Malkin said the
performers have been rehearsing
all quarter six days a week, four

to five hours a night.
Malkin said the show is about
two hours long and about onefourth of it is music. There also
are elements of simple dance in
volved; he said every song is
choreographed.
Music and additional lyrics for
the play were composed by Brad
Carroll, music director at the
Pacific Conservatory of the Per
forming Arts Theaterfest in
Santa Maria.
Set and costume designer,
David Thayer, is new to Cal Poly
this year. Working with Thayer
for costume design is Kim Hand
el, a home economics senior.
The musical director and
piano accompanist is Jeremy
Mann, a faculty member at
PCPA Theaterfest. Malkin said
Mann and Carroll direct most of
PCPA’s shows.
Angie Tbrn, a business ad
ministration senior, is the stage
manager. The choreographer and
assistant stage maneiger is jour
nalism junior Valeska Bailey.
Howard Gee of the theater
and dance department is the
lighting designer and technical
director.
^^Togetherness** w i l l b e p e r 
f o r m e d a t t h e C a l P o ly
T h e a tr e to n ig h t, F r id a y a n d
S a tu r d a y a t 8 p .n u T ic k e ts
a r e $ 8 f o r th e p u b li c a n d $7
f o r s tu d e n ts a n d s e n io r s a n d
c a n b e p u r c h a s e d a t th e
T h e a tr e tic k e t o ffice. R e s e r v a 
tio n s c a n b e m a d e b y c a llin g
th e A n y t i m e A r t s L i n e a t
756-1421.

Boston-style Pops concert to show off university bands
By Elayne S. Takemoto
Staff Writef

__________

Cal Poly will receive a dose
of what its aspiring musicians
have to offer as two of its
premier bands ready for the
annual Pops Concert.
The Cal Poly Symphonic
Band and the University Jazz
Band will hold two performan
ces this weekend in the Univers ity U n io n ’s C h u m a sh
Auditorium.

The concert will be held in
the Boston Pops Orchestra
style, where the audience will
be seated in a more decorative
and festive fashion than rows
of seats.
“People sit at tables and are
served dessert,” said Christine
Femstrom, Symphonic Band
promotions coordinator and so
cial sciences sophomore. “Its
more of a relaxed atmosphere.”
The audience also will be
served coffee and sparkling

cider.
Joining the Symphonic
Band will be trumpet soloist
Rob Frear, a part-time music
department lecturer and active
free-lance musician. He also is
a member of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, Hollywood Bowl
and San Diego Chamber or
chestras.
“The idea is to have a con
cert where we can play dif
ferent styles of music,” said
Dave Reuterskiold, Symphonic

Band CEO and mechanical en
gineering sophomore. These in
clude jazz, popular, Broadway
and semiclassical music.
Also featured will be a short
piece for symphonic winds. It
was written by architecture
graduate Brad Bennett as part
of a project for the completion
of his music minor.
“The nature of my piece is
probably more reminiscent of a
romantic era,” Bennett s£ud.

“Its very melodic.”
P e rfo rm a n c e s w ill be
h e ld S a tu r d a y a t 8 p .m . a n d
S u n d a y a t 3 p .m .
T ic k e ts w i l l he o n s a le
fr o m 10 a .m . to 4 p .m . a t th e
A S I tic k e t o ffic e in th e U.U.
a n d a ls o a t th e T h e a te r ti c k 
e t o ffice.
F or m o re in fo r m a tio n ,
c o n tc w t 756-2607.

Author to present different facets of Chicano culture
By Linda Aha
Staff Writer

Finally, a topic that can
stand the heat: the joy of
jalapeno.
The ever-intriguing jalapeno
and other interesting facets of
Chicano culture will be dis
cussed this week at a presenta
tion sponsored by MEChA.
José Antonio Burciaga, an
author and artist, will read
from his new book “Drink Cultura.”
The book is his collection
from the past five years of com
mentary and reportage that
looks into the clash and union
between two cultures: the
Mexican and the AngloAmerican.
Burciaga describes the book
as explaining, “The Chicano ex
perience of living within, be
tween and sometimes outside
two cultures — the damnation

and salvation, the celebration
of it all.”
In his book, the author
portrays the evolving culture
that has fused from the two
diverse neighboring societies.
Writing about the origins of the
El Cinco De Mayo celebration
and the emergence of the an
cient Mayan Poinsettia, the
author delves into various
aspects of the historic and so
cial implications of the cul
tures.
Burciaga also pays respect
to historic héros such as the
M e x ica n r e v o lu ti o n a r y
Emiliano Zapata, playwright
Luis Valdez and Lincoln con
temporary, Benito Juarez, who
was a Mexican president and
liberator.
Aside from the heavier his
toric material, the author also
writes about jalapenos and
salsa.
Burciaga sais there is a cul-

ture about eating hot food.
“It’s not just about how hot
it is,” he said, “it’s the taste.
“You can’t just tell the
quality of good salsa by check
ing if it comes from New York
City,” Burciaga said, laughing.
Making people laugh also
has been a specialty of the mul
tifaceted artist. Burciaga was
one of the founding members of
a comedy group called “Culture
Clash.”
The group toured the United
States and played off the cul
tu ral uniqueness of the
Chicano experience.
Burciaga, raised in the West
Texas border town of El Paso,
grew up in the midst of the two
diverse cultures, giving him
firsthand knowledge.
The book is “based on per
sonal experience and research,”
said the author. “There’s a lot
of humor in it — finding the
irony of being caught between

two cultures.”
MEChA Chair Pedro Arroyo
said, “(Burciaga) is a real ex
ample of Chicano experience.
“He’s one of the innovators
of Chicano literature and he’s
also a terrific artist.”
Burdaga spent three years
creating a mural in “Casa
Zapata,” the Chicano-theme
dorm at Stanford. The mural
depicts Chicano héros, as well
as others such as Martin
Luther King Jr.
Burciaga’s collection also in
cludes poetry. Arroyo said Bur
ciaga’s poetry is very strong be
cause it addresses social issues.
Overall the author’s work is
“funny, dynamic and unique”
Arroyo added.
Enjoy
“A
Night
o/
Ch ic a n o
Poetry
and
Laughter** w ith J o s é A n-

hN

CourtMy Joss Burciaga

Author Jose Antonio Burciaga
to n io B u r c ia g a to n ig h t fro m
7 p.n u to 9 p .m . in R o o m 123
in th e A g r ic u ltu r e E n g in e e r 
in g B u ild in g .
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Paint ball "war games" a m ulti-colored blast
R eporter sp en d s day at n ew park
By Alex Naughton

Staff Writer

“The Mexican standoff?” I
asked.
“YouTl see,” said the paint ball
ref.
There was a certain sadistic
gleam in his eye that I didn’t
like.
He lined us up shoulder-toshoulder at the crest of a small
hill, both teams facing each other
like soldiers did before they had
the brains to hide behind trees.
1 stared across the 50 or so
feet that divided the two groups.
There was “Dr. Death” right
across from me. And next to him
his monstrous younger brother
in a T-shirt (“? like getting hit in
the arms,” he had said, spitting
out a huge gob of chaw.)
And then I glanced down my
line, re-examining my team of
nine. “Acid washed jeans? Why
are those things always so tight,
anyway?” ¡Thought.
And Jesse — “Christ, man,” I
thought, “Pull those sweats up.”
“This is gonna be messy,” I
muttered as the ref explained the
object of the game. “Find the flag
and get it back up here,” was all
I heard.
Then the starting whistle
blew and the paint balls began
whizzing all around. The low,
s o ft th u d s of s h o o tin g

everywhere.
I ran back to a fence and leapt
down the hill. In two steps I was
behind three oil drums, one of
the many barriers/obstacles scat
tered around the acre-sized play
ing field.
1 was still pretty exposed to
fire from the hill so I t<K)k off
toward the far corner of the field.
Someone from the red team had
perhaps had the same thought
and was moving quickly, unwari
ly, and parallel to me toward the
safety of the far perimeter.
I cut toward him, firing from
the hip. I just held the trigger
down and kept pumping, then
dove for cover behind a gigantic,
spiK)l-like thing.
“Dead man leaving the field,”
a ref called.
“Right on!! My first kill,” I
thought. Pivoting, I peeked
around the comer of the struc
ture.
Apparently, my team had
scattered hopelessly at the first
shots. I recognized a few mates
pinned down at the base of the
hill. Others, like me, had reck
lessly taken off on their own and
were being system atically
hunted down by groups of three
wearing red arm bands.
But there were Scott and
Dale, working well together from
behind a sandbagged bunker
near the crest of the hill. “Oh,
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Paint ball war players have many barriers on the field to hide behind as they hunt down their enemies.

and what’s this?” I thought hap
pily, seeing the flag right in front
of my eyes. •
I pulled the stake out of the
muddy clay and rolled the flag
up, hoping that nobody would
notice it if I carried it alongside
my rifle.
Sprinting from stnicture to
structure, I made it safely to a
bunker at the base of the hill.
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“Dr. Death” and members of his red arm-band squad stand armed and prepared to “kill” for the flag.

Dale and Scott had been flanked
and were receiving steady fire
from a three-walled “hooch”
below and to their left, as well as
from above. I didn’t know where
the rest of my team had gone.
Everything was confusion. I
had no idea what I was doing.
It was great.
Not wanting to join my pals
Scott and Dale, I decided I
should try to get up the uill
around the right-hand side. It
was only about 50 feet high, but
steep and muddy.
“It’s gotta be better than this
bog I’m in now,” I thought, refer
ring to the mud hole I was lying
in.
From this direction, going up
the hill was like climbing a lad
der — my chest was nearly to the
ground, my left hand clawing the
grass. I can remember thinking
about not being able to fire with
the flag in my hand when I heard
more than two people yell, al
most simultaneously, “He’s got
the flag!”
I was in the open. I crashed to
the earth, trying to wriggle
deeper into the dirt. Paint balls
where flying all around me. They
had the wrong angles and the
shots were hitting several feet
away, but I couldn’t move.
Then, turning my eyes for
ward, I saw three guys sweeping
calmly but efficiently toward me
The barrels of their guns pointed
down, their looming forms
reminded me of something from
“Red Dawn.”
I leapt backwards, trying to
get behind the trunk of an old

oak, but Jesse beat me there.
“Swine!” I thought as I
bounced off his belly.
“Your hopper, your hopper,”
he called as I dove for the safety
of the mud bog.
My hopper, the hollow plastic
tank h o lin g my ammo had been
knocked off my gun in the col
lision.
He tossed it to me and I fran
tically tried to screw it on while
shots impacted all around me.
They made a sharp, smacking
sound as they smashed into the
sandbags at 300 feet per second.
One ricocheted off my shoulder,
others whizzed inches above my
head.
“Christ, I’ve gotta quit smok
ing,” I thought, wheezing.
“Dead man!
moTii Dead Man! You
too Doc!” a ref cried from behind
me.
I looked over the sandbags to
see good-old Scotty careening
wildly down the hill towards me,
three dead men in his wake. Not
breaking stride, he leapt over my
bunker and took off into the
field. I was up and after him in a
second.
He led me by about ten yards,
so he took the ambush’s first
shots.
ITiree red-teamers popped out
simultaneously from their hiding
places, maybe thirty yards from
me. Scotty was cut down instant
ly. Me? — I had enough time to
realize I was dead.
Then we switched the teams
around and played again.

Central Coast paint ball park guns for business
The Central Coast’s first
and only paint ball park is
open for business and making a
splash.
Central Coast Paint Ball, a
30-acre park near Santa Mar
garita Lake, officially debuted
Jan. 16. The park, which puts
on paint-ball gun “wars,” is
open Saturdays and Sundays
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Field Manager Matthew
Pack said the park has one
field open for games now, and
plans to open three more, hope
fully by summertime.
Pack said players are placed
on opposing teams which fight
each other to gain control of a
flag hidden on the field. The
field has hills, trees and dif
ferent types of barriers for the
“warriors” to hide behind.
Referees patrol the games to
identify players who have been

“killed” and to declare the win
ner.
Players can participate in
open games that take place on
the weekend. Pack said, or can
schedule private games for any
time during the week or
weekend.
He said there is a 15-person
minimum for private games
and reservations must be
made.
Pack said the park also will
be running open night games
on Fridays at 5 p.m. starting in
a couple of weeks.
So far, he said, Saturdays
have been the busy days, with
the park being nearly packed.
Sundays haven’t been as
heavy, he added.
Fees for the park vary. Pack
said there is a special running
through this weekend in which
a player gets a free gun rental

with the field pass fee. Field
pass fees include a $15 field
charge and a $2 insurance
charge, and allows the player
all-day privileges.
When the special is over,
players will have to pay from
$5 to $15 to rent a gun. Pack
said there also is a charge for
paint balls. Balls cost $6.50 per
100 balls for the first 300, and
$5.50 per 100 balls after that.
Pack said the park also sells
new and used paint-ball gun equipment at prices competitive
with those in the big cities. He
said equipment sales include a
free field pass and instruction.
C e n tr a l C o a s t P a in t B a ll
is l o c a t e d o n th e K O A
c a m p g r o u n d s a t S a n ta M a r 
g a r i t a L a k e . F o r m o re in fo r 
m a tio n , c a l l 481-1476.
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Morro Bay tattoo shop puts art beneath the skin
By Stephen Lamb
Staff Writer

Entering the shop, the smell
of cigarette smoke rides through
the air and music from The
Doors plays in the background. A
large aquarium sits on the right
with an impressive array of fish,
and a patron is greeted with the
question, “Do you want to get a
tattoo?”
Artist Jonah Jesse, financed
by friend Paul Dobson, recently
opened Tattoos by Jonah Jesse in
Motto Bay.
ITie two met when Dobson

"The (tattoo) gun was
what I was waiting for.
My sketches are pretty
hairy, (but) I don't
have any patience for
paper."
Jonah Jesse
Tattoo artist

was visiting Morro Bay and
Jesse was doing tattoo work on
the side. Impressed after getting
Dobson decided to open a shop
for the 19-year-old artist.
Having been into drawing and
art his entire life, Jesse said tat
too work was his calling.
“The (tattoo) gun was what I
was waiting for,” he said. “My
sketches are pretty hairy, (but) I
don’t have any patience for
paper.”
Jesse said he can do work
from a picture brought in by a
customer, or create his own
piece. “Jonah has a lot of poten
tial,” said Dobson. “Some of his
pieces could go in magazines.”
Jesse said he works on two to
three people per day and said he
d(ies have his regular customers.
“People get addicted to them,”
he said. “Every time you get a
tattoo it ’s like Christm as.
Everybody that comes out of here
smiles.”
Dobson and Jesse both said
there is no way to classify their
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Artist Jonah Jesse follows all health codes when tattooing customers in his Morro Bay-based shop.

customers. They come from all
walks of life and range from
young to old. Jesse said the main
thing they want is good art.

‘
1,

Many think getting a tattoo is
painful, but Dobson said he prac
tically fell asleep during the
latest addition to his collection.
He said the feeling is in
describable, but indicated it can
be irritating.

h

from swastikas and tattoos deal
ing with white supremacy.
Tattoos by Jesse come at a
$40 minimum and a $50 hourly
rate. He also said he can base his
price on the piece itself and the

work it entails.
T a tto o s b y J o n a h J e s s e is
lo c a te d o n S h asta^ n e a r C ity
H a ll in M o rro B a y . F o r m o re
in fo r m a tio n , c a l l 772-1165.
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He also dispelled a common
myth by saying that tattoos hurt
more when intoxicated than
when sober.

Ufk- «X "

Jesse said he can do just
about any tattoo and challenges
customers to bring him some
thing he can’t do. Although open
to ideas, he said he stays away

■y
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"People get addicted
to them. Every time
ou get a tattoo it's
fiike Christmas.
Everybody that comes
out of here smiles."

S

Jonah Jesse
Tattoo artist

STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Daily

Nineteen-year-old Jonah Jesse has been tattooing for two years.

Customer Ryan Gentry shows off the outline of his new tattoo.
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KCPR TO N O ALBUMS
week ending 2/2I/9J

presents

CLUB NIGHT

1. Dinosaur Jr.

"Where You Been?"
2. Ned's Atomic Dustbin
"Are You Normal?"
3. Rage Against the Macliine
"Rage Against the Machine "
4. Freedom of Choice
Compilation
5. Digable Planets
"Reachin"
6. Volume Five
Compilation
7. Pond
"Wheel" e.p.
8. Henry Rollins
"Speaks"
9. Chia Pet
"Hey Baby " e.p.
10. Therapy ?
"Nurse"

AT i z z r s

9 PM - 11 AM
1850 MONTEREY STREET

ir

STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Dally

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION

National Nutrition Month
Nutrition Luncheon
Guest Speaker:
Cade Fields Newman MS, RD

Topic:

HIV and Nutrition
11 A M - 2 PM
Tickets: $9 members;
$11 nonmembers
Available at Club Meeting
2/25 ll-1 2 S ci.N . Rm. 202
Call Joanne 528-6756

C o m e o u t o f hit>errratiorT arrei
g e t resiclv f o r f i n a l s !
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CALL Sue Davidson PhD S44-67S3

DAVIDSON LEARNING HELPS
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Big news... but not big enough
California Certified Organic
Farmers are holding a con
ference at Cal Poly today.
There will be speakers discuss
ing, among other things,
beneficial insects and non
chemical pest control from 9
a.m. to noon in the Staff Dining
Room B. There also will be a
tour of the Student Experimen
tal Farm in the afternoon.
'Fhose interested should meet
at the Dairy Unit off Mount
Bishop Road.
« « Ite * * « *

Robin Williamson, described
as part poet, part musician,
part story teller and part cul
tural guardian, will grace the
stage at Big Music Sunday at 7
p.m. The musician plays over
30 instruments including the
Celtic harp, bagpipes, fife and
guitar. Tickets are available in
advance at Big Music for $8.
For more information call
543-8164.

“Bound by the Wind,” a film
focusing on the global impact of
nuclear weapons testing and
the gn"owing, international cam
paign to bring it to an end, is
the next installment in the
month-long “nukes awareness
documentary series.” The film
will be shown for free on Mon
day, March 1, at 7:30 p.m. in
Roomt 206 of the Science North
Building.
«««««««

“Secrets of Our Ancient
Past” is a free progi'am that
will focus on the discovery of
four-million-year-old DNA ex
tra c te d ' from an in se c t
preserved in amber by a Cal
Poly research team. Hendrik
Poinar will show slides and ex
plain the process of the dis
covery. The Natural Selection
at 737 Higuera St. will present
the event on Wednesday,
March 3 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Great Britain comes to Cal
Poly in the form of The Endellion String Quartet, which will
perform as part of Cal Poly
Arts’ Quintessence Series in
the campus Theatre on Mon
day, March 1, at 8 p.m.
The quartet is well-known
on the international scene and
has toured the Far East, North
and South America and
Europe. Tickets range from $11
to $15 and can be bought in ad
vance at the Theatre Ticket Of
fice.
«««««««

"%ung classical musicians
are invited to compete for the
annual Betty Evans Memorial
Scholarships sponsored by the
Allied Arts Association of
Cambria. The competition is
open to instrumentalists be
tween the ^ e s of 14 and 20
and to vocalists ages 16 to 25.
Those wishing to enter must
submit an audio cassette tape
postmarked no later than
March 15. The top cash prize is
$750. For more information
and applications, call Walter
Evans at 927-5820.
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CALENDAR
thursday, febrtiary 25
□ B ackstage Pizza features
Frank and his magnificent at
noon.
□ Loco R anchero presents
The Cadillac Tramps with Xtra
Large in an 18 & over show at
8 p.m.
□ Sinister Fisch perform at
SLO B rew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m.
for a $2 cover.

friday, february 26

«««««««

u sta n g

□ C entral Coast R epertory
T heatre presents “Confessions
of a Nightingale” at Cuesta
College tonight, Saturday and
Sunday at 7 p.m.
□ Subculture perform at SLO
Brew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a
$3 cover.

Jenn Guttler from 8 to 10 p.m.
□ B ackstage Pizza features
rock & roll music with Flat
Earth at 1 p.m.
□ Loco R anchero presents
Disco Inferno Dance Party IV
at 8 p.m.

Sunday, february 28
□ Singer/songwriter Jenn Gut
tler appears live on KCPR
from 2 to 3 p.m.
□ Mr. Rick’s features DJ
Music with Road Dogs starting
at 2 p.m.

monday, march 1
□ Mr. Rick’s presents Men’s
“Big Hitters Pool” Tourney.

□ Mr. Rick’s presents Road
Dogs at 9 p.m.

tuesday, march 2

Saturday, febrtiary 27
□ The Coffee M erchant
presents singer/songw riter

□ M r. R ic k ’s p re se n ts
Women’s 8-Ball Tourney to
Cabo San Lucas.
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YouVe about to graduate.
Are you ready to lead an
entire industry?
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MON
M e e t the
B ro th e rs
7 -9
B ldg. 5 2
E47

TUES
"E a t a
P ie w it h
a P i"
6 -8
G re a t
P e p p e ro n i

W ED
P in s ,
Pool and
P i’s
5 -7
U.U. R e c.
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THURS
C a s in o
N ig h t
7 -1 0pm
B ld g. 5 2
E26

FRI
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2 -6
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SAT
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M eet @
M o tt
G ym
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grocery
ihe m o v e r s i h e shakers
the sandwich makers

Fine Deli Sandwiches ■ Breasted Chicken
Groceries ■ Garden Patio Seating
Budwiser on Tap

G e t o u t in fro n t fast a t A d ap tec. Since w e s ta rte d th e SCSI revolution
back in 1981, w e’ve enjoyed consistent p ro fitab ility and grow th . W e are an
acknow ledged leader in I/O solutions, providing both h ard w are and soft
w are technology to m anage th e data flow b etw een personal com pu ters
and peripherals. I t ’s th e p erfect e n v iro n m e n t in w hich to pull ahead o f the
pack.

Free Delivery
From 11 am to 2 pm
1638 Osos St., San Luis Obispo
543-8684

W e ’re looking for EL, C P E , C S C , M C S C and M N G R graduates for
H a rd w a re and S o ftw a re Engineering o p p ortunities.
C O M E T O O U R IN F O R M A T IO N S E S S IO N
Monday, M arch I, 6:00-8:00pm
S taff D ining (B D L G 19 ) B

M ustang Daily C oupons

O N -C A M P U S IN T E R V IE W S
Tuesday, M arch 2
C a re e r Services
In re tu rn , A d ap tec provides an en v iro n m e n t w h ere high achievers are
re w ard ed w ith an excellen t salary and benefits package. If unable to see us
w hile on cam pus, w e encourage you to send you r resum e to: A d ap tec,
C o llege R ecruiting, 691 South M ilpitas Blvd., M ilpitas, C A 95035, F A X :
(4 0 8 ) 945 -7 852. A d a p te c is an equal o p p o rtu n ity em ployer.

exp. 3/4/93

1/2 S a n d w ic h
& Cup of Soup

only $4.50
adaplec

A v a c a d o not i n c l u d e d

1638 Osos St., San Luis Obispo
543-8684

T hursday, February 25, 1993
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Do You Have A Date This Weekend?

ACADEMIC SENATE
From page 1

Mike Botwin, an architectural
engineering professor, said he
disagrees with the allocation of
funds and the recommended per
centage cuts.
“(A) seven percent cut on the
non-academic areas is absurd,”
he said. “This campus, right now,
has 45 percent of its money being
paid to non-academic people. ...
Where are the priorities being
set? Is athletics more important
than academics? This is crazy.”
He said faculty personnel add
up to 822 positions, while non
classroom personnel total 983
positions.
He said those figures trans
late to 45 percent faculty and 55
percent non-classroom personnel.
But, he said, the reverse of those
figures applies to the allocation
of funds.
Industrial technology profes
sor James Murphy said he ob
jects to percentage cuts without
identification of the items being

MARCH 2

eliminated.
Murphy said the administra
tion needs to be aware of the ef
fects of cutting academically-related services.
“What do we do with
(audiovisual services) for in
stance? What do we do with cus
todial (services)? All of those
have a direct bearing on us, and
we have to look carefully,” he
said.
Officials spared the library in
their budget cut recommenda
tions, citing it as an important
element in the instructional
program, according to Charlie
Crabb, interim • associate vice
president for Academic Resour
ces.
In other Senate business, the
charter university task force con
tinues to examine the option of
Cal Poly becoming a free eigent.
Financial
aid
counselor
Wendy Reynoso said the main
goal of the task force is to recom
mend to President Baker

whether he should ask CSU offi
cials to lobby the Legislature for
approval of the charter concept
for universities.
She said the Legislature hais
already approved the charter
concept for primary (K-12)
schools.
“I was just amazed at the
freedom that the charter school
concept in K-12 provides,” she
said.
However, she voiced concerns
about supporting charter legisla
tion for universities before such
legislation is drafted.
Reynoso said the charter
schools are required to have a
specific plan of operation, but are
otherwise exempt from all other
state education laws.
Because of this high degree of
latitude, she said she and others
want closer scrutiny of the
university charter concept before
they support any lobbying efforts
on its behalf.

anci other fine food
that special person to fine cuisine in an elegant atmosphere
NOTHING ON THE MENU OVER $10.00
S70 Higuera St. SLO (in the creamary) S42-0237_ _ _ _ _ _

KONA'S
SERVE
FROZEN
YOGURT

Burgar King
widKMio«
onFgoOmaiTá.
liaiM YeurOan
Yogurt Cwiowt
»OTopptngotl

%
O ff
with this coupon
One coupon per customer EXP 3/4/93

A R R ESTED ?

Have you, a member of your family, or a friend been charged with a DUI or other
criminal offense? If so, we know what you’re going through and we can help.

A ZO

For seventeen years, we have represented local people in courtroom appearances in San Luis Obispo and
throughout California. ♦ Simply call us for information or make an appointment for a consultation. ♦ There
IS never a charge to answer your questions, advise you of your rights and let you know what w ill happen in
court. ♦ We don't mind taking the time to talk to you and we know from experience that you w ill feel much
better knowing exactly what is going on. ♦ If you want a public defender, we will tell you how to go about that,
too. ♦ .\fter we review your case, if you would like us to represent you, you will not have to gtito court.

Delta Sigma Phi

Drinking/Driving Defense Clinic
1014 Palm .Street • .San Luis Obispo • (805) 543-7695

LEARN ABO UT
LAW SC H O O L

T O N IG H T :
Casual Night w /The Delta Sig Bros
Dinner at 6 PM at the house
Sliides, volleyball, etc. to follow

INFORMATIONAL MEETING AND
ADMISSIONS FAIR
DATE:
PLACE:

Friday, February 26
Cal Poly State University,
San Luis Obispo
Building 10, Room #206
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

LOCATION:
TIME:

SATURDAY, 2/27
Sports(jay and BBQ @ Cuesta Park
meet @ House at 11:30 AM
Come by the house anytime
244 California BIvtj.
or Call 543-9818 For hides or info

An open discussion allows you to talk to the law school recruiters
and pick up application forms and literature on their schools.
A

Participating ABA Approved
California Western
Golden Gate
Gonzaga University
Lewis and Clark
McGeorge
Pepperdine
Puget Sound

Law Schools:
University of San Diego.
University of San Francisco
Santa Clara
Southwestern
Whittier
Willamette

( )pen to all students and alumni of collegesand universities in this area.

WE HAVE SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY'S
LARGEST SELECTION OF
MOUNTAIN & ROAD BIKES!
Tonträger
Kona Bikes

Kestrel
SPECIALIZED
Ja^ULmtt-WHKL/
d ia m o n d

s

I

I

r

B A tK

' It/e acuptOur- coml>ttitor-s coui>oi(s!

A

CYCLERY
SLO

*l/i/c Uv-t tU [>t^tl>r^!ct^!

In addition you w ill get REAL
ranch experience with 6 units of
internship; room and board are
FREE! and 4 units in a new
exciting
Applied
Resource
Management Class(AG-X450)

LOS OSOS

1 9 8 SO U T H SI
5 4 3 -4 4 1 6
□

Then study at Cal Poly's Swanton Pacific
Ranch for Spring Quarter

Geography 308
Speech Communications 202
History 315

E oza

I

o n CAPIURE?

that are being offered through Distance Learning technology:

S C H W IN N

' »

UBT PmORUY

General Education Courses

Ritchey
FUSO

I

Do you have

»

2T 79
[Sisj PSH

lO T H

S

StudentshovetoS
"Sum um Pacific is an
incredible place. T he
educational experience
you receive can't he
m atched. Swanton
Ranch is definitely C al

I For mor« information call Brendo Smith at
(408) 4 2 7 -1 7 1 8 or Jim Greil at 7S6-3S09 or
pick up an appikation today in the College of
Agriculture Dean's Office!

[

Pdy's best kept secret!"
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CELLAR

P IN A R D

HAPPY HOUR
Thursdays and Fridays
4 :00-7:00
S O i OFFALL COCKTAILS
The "W heel of M isfortune" will
spin e v e ^ 20 minutes fo r
changing drink specials

From page 3
whole.”
Pinard said only a select num
ber of student houses get in
trouble for noise, yet this has
created a negative stereotype of
students.
The mayor points to a shelf
filled with books on environmen
tal consciousness in her small
City Hall office and says she
often receives the same type of
attitude from staunch developers
who stereotype her as an “en
vironmentalist.”
Pinard said students need to
realize that questions asked of
them are no different than those
asked of other groups. She said
students asking to bring back
Poly Royal, for instance, is essen
tially the same as a developer
wanting to build a building.
Pinard said she believes polySCOPE, the group designed to
fexms the student vote, is a gcx)d
idea if the student candidate it
endorses is qualified and inter

ested.
She said she was impressed
with Brent Petersen, polySCOPE’s candidate in last
November’s election, who was
narrowly defeated by David
Romero for a seat on the San
Luis Obispo City Council.
Pinard said she was so im
pressed with Petersen’s commit
ment and knowledge that she
wanted to see him named to the
city’s Planning Commission.
Petersen was nominated for
the post but was not named be
cause another candidate was
said to be better qualified.
“Commissions are to be the
citizens’ voice into the prcxiess,”
Pinard said, “and in that regard,
Brent (was) more qualified than
anyone else.”
Pinard said she has enjoyed
being mayor since she tcx)k office
last December. She said she
especially likes the fact that she
can now orchestrate the tone of
council meetings.

“I think the one real weakness
of a council is that very often we
hear public testimony, we hear
discussion among ourselves and
we’re immediately called upon to
make a decision,” she said. “I try
to make time on the council for
people to think.”
Pinard said when things get
heated or confusing, she’ll call
for a 10-minute break for people
to go outside, cool down and
think.
“There are five different
points of view on the council and
they are all very much needed
for total community input. If we
stay on the issue, it stays con
structive.”
Pinard said it has been ener
gizing to be able to see where a
different way of hearing things,
one she didn’t grow up with, can
help everyone.
“Sometimes I walk out of
council saying “Wow, that’s why I
did this,’” she said.

’’Destiny is not a matter of chance;
it is am atter of choice.” - WiHiam .IcMmmgs B ry an

726 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo
541-8688

lodge

bM

(-^1

Poly Visitor Rates

18 0 0 Honterey Street
S 4 4 -8 6 0 0

College Book Company Presents
\

ES

9

Live
the
/
D re a m „J
LEARN TO

In front of El Cofral Bookstore
MARCH 15-19, 8:00am-4:00pm
On the lawn near Engr.West
MARCH 15-19, 8:30 am - 3:30 pm

BVTBACEI $

ASA Certified
Basic Keel Boat Class
M orro Bay Sailing
Center
$ 1 9 5 .0 0
9 9 5 -2 1 6 8

M A R C H

& G SALES
T W E E D S CATALOGUE
V IC T O R IA 'S SECRET
JEWELRY
MENS, W O M E N S , CHILDRENS
NAMEBRANDS

Thursday, Feh 25 llam -O pm
Friday, Feh 26 lOam Gpm
Saturday, Feh 27 lOam-Bpm
Veteran's Building • 801 Grand Avenue • San Luis Obispo • 528-2975
(Corner of Monterey and Grand)

50 % - 80 %

on Retail

2

EDITION
★liiiiikoutfill*
Mustangllaiij's
Ciuipiintlditiiinto
SAVK,SAVK,SAVK!
M A R C H

2

C lassified
Campus Clubs

Announcements

Greek News

Word Processing

**SAM NEWS**

OVER THE LINE
TOURNAMENT

OEK RUSH

Master's Theses, Sr. projs, resumes,
etc. Laser printer. 549-8966 - Laura

Society for Advancement of Mgt.
Guest Speaker from Klewit
Come Join us at the Drive-ins!
Detaiis at the meeting Thurs
Bidg 8-1231 See You There

CHI EPSILON

GUEST SPEAKER APRIL ROSENLANDFORD OF RRM GROUP OF SAN LUIS
OBISPO!!! BE THERE TONIGHT!!!
AT 7:00PM ROOM 13-110

GOLDEN KEY

General Meeting 2/25 6:00PM
New officer elections UU216
PIZZA

POLY REP

NEW MEMBER APPLICANT INFO MTGS
W ED FEB 24 7-8pm ALUMNI HOUSE
THURS FEB 25 11am-12pm UU 219
FOR MORE INFO CALL
KEN JOHNSTON 544-6368

STANDARD FIRST AID AND CPR
OPEN TO ALL CURRENT AND FUTURE
ASI OUTINGS TRIP LEADERS.
IF YOU ARE THINKING OF LEADING
AN OUTDOOR ADVENTURE THIS YEAR
SIGN-UP NOW IN THE ESCAPE
ROUTE! CLASS WILL BE HELD SAT.
FEB. 27 9-6 IN CRANDALL GYM.

TUE 2/23 ICE CREAM SOCIAL 7PM
ALUMNI HOUSE
W ED 2/24 GRUB WITH THE BROS
7PM 1512 MILL
SAT 2/27 SPORTS DAY 11AM
1512 MILL ST
SUN 2/28 PHI SIG SMOKER 3PM
1512 MILL
FOR INFO CALL 545-8652

Saturday Feb. 27
$9 per team
Sign up at Rec Sports Office
by Friday, February 26 ® 5P M
For more info call 756-1366

RECYCLE
MUSTANG DAILY
AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT

KE RUSH

Mon Fob 22 Pizza feed
at Woodstocks 6:30pm
Tue Feb 23 Tri-Tip BBQ across
from Sandwich Plant 5:30pm
Fri Feb 26 PROGRESSIVE PARTY
410 N Chorro 8:00pm
Sat Feb 27 Softball w/ AOn
Santa Rosa Park
Mon Mar 1 Preferential Dinner
Invite Only
For info call 547-1351

LOCATIONS: KENNEDY LIBRARY. AG
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE,
THE CELLAR. THE UNIVERSITY
UNION, FISHER SCIENCE.
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY

REMINDER

RESUMES
DUE 3/5

OKA RUSH

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CAREER FAIR
RESUME BOOK - ALL MAJORS
LEAVE IN UU BOX 94
OR CE/ENVE DEPT OFFICE

0 X RUSH

Greek News

|W ED 2/24 EXOTIC BACHELOR PARTY
8 pm at the house
THURS HOT W INGS & HOUSE TOURS
6-8 pm at the house
© X house: 844 Upham St.
Call 543-9784 for info/rkJes

A E n RUSH-

WHEELMEN
BIKE FIX 2-25

FOR $5 BONES LET THE WHEELMEN
BABY YOUR BIKE!
10-2PM IN THE UU

Announcements

BEST BUDDIES

BE A FRIEND TO A PERSON WITH A
DISABILITY. OWN HOURS. STIPENDS
COVER COSTS. 542-9219 MARGARET
CAREER HUNTING?
Thurs. 2/25, 11:04, U.U. 220
GUEST PANEL
‘ Profitable Careers
in the Nonprofit Sector*
HANDOUTS - INFO TABLE - Q & A
CASH (or COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
-or Trade Credit! New comics
every Friday • New games weekly!
THE SUB COMICS & POSTERS
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED
RECORDS has MOVED to 553 HIGUERA!
Top 50 CD's only $12.98- W e pay the
MOST CASH for used LP's.tapes.CDs &
video games. CHEAP THRILLS, NOW AT
553 HIGUERA ST.. SLO 544-0686

^R^PScIWIW^F nTs
A CHILI COOKOFF
SAT FEB 27 EL CHORRO PARK
ACROSS FROM CUESTA
ALL ENTRIES WELCOME
CALL 756-1237
Free ESL Class
Practice speaking & learn new
vocabulary arxj cultural tacts.
Meet new people. Improve your
English. 1-3 Friday 10-138 X2067.

GIVE LIFE.
GIVE BLOOD.

Cal Poly Blood Drive
Thursday, February 25, 9am-2pm
Bloodmobile in front of
Mott Gym

GMAT GRE LSAT
TEST PREP!

CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS

MARDI GRAS
DANCE
Mocktails/Door Prizes
Yosemite Hall 2/26 9 -12pm

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY
AT 11:00 AM

GET READY FOR
KA© ON FRIDAY

No Rush Card Required
Wed. Feb 24 Thanksgiving Dinner
in February at 6pm
Fri Feb 26 Vegas Night at 8pm
All events at 286 California

RUSH AX

FRI 2/26 ITALIAN PASTA FEAST 5PM
SAT 2/27 W ESTERN STYLE PARTY 6PM
BOTH EVENTS AT 730 BOYSEN
RIDES & INFO 544-0712
MON 3/1 SMOKER 7PM
1845 MORRO INFO 543-8212

Alpha Phi Spring Rush
Feb 27, Feb 23, Mar 1
Sign up in the U.U. - Thurs. Feb 25
12-2pm

BETA
RUSH

RUSH IX !

FRI 2-26 INFORMAL OPEN HOUSE
LX HOUSE 1-5
SAT 2-27, SPORTS BBQ. SANTA ROSA
PARK 12PM
MON 3-1, SMOKER. COAT&TIE, VETS
HALL. 801 GRAND AVE., 6-9PM

Mon 2/22 Pizza & Games
@ UU Game Room 7pm
Tue 2/23 Subs & Slides
& The House 7pm
Thur 2/25 Tri-tip BBQ
@ The House 7pm
Sat 2/27 BBQ w/ rd»B
& The House 2pm
Sun 2/28 Smoker By Invitation
The Beta Hose
1252 Foothill
Call 542-9684 For Questions

RUSH XOE

FRI FEB 26 SIG EP DANCE PARTY
5:00 SIG EP HOUSE 280 CALIFORNIA
SAT FEB 27 COLLEGE HOOPS DAY
ALL DAY UDEHOUSE 280 CALIFORNIA
MON MAR 1 SIG EP SMOKER
INVITE ONLY

EAE RUSH

AX AX AX AX
WOULD LIKE T O THANK ALL OF THE
LADIES W HO CAME TO THE DATE
PARTY • IT WAS A BLAST

TONIGHT TRI-TIP DINNER
5:00 PM ON THE WOW LAWN
SAT SPORTS DAY
10:30 AM AT CUESTA PARK
MON SMOKER. INVITE ONLY

DELTA UPSILON SPRING RUSH
FRL3-7 AY HOUSE SNACKS AND
REFRESHMENTS with BROTHERS
SUN:7:00 UU220 LEISURE NIGHT
For RIDES CALL 544-9842

ZN Rush
Slide Show
Sandwich Pint
6:30

AT RUSH

INFO:PETE & 543-4157

100 Years of
Foundation to
stand on
Thurs. - 8:00pm Casino night

TKE RUSH

•HOT STUFF* CHILLI PEPPER'S
RETAURANT 2121 BRAOD ST
RIDES LEAVES SIERRA MADRE 7:45
CALL 544-TEKE FOR INFO

Saturday - 4:00pm Chicken and
Chill BBQ
Sunday - SMOKER invite only
All events at the

Why ask why...

HOUSE ON THE
HILL 71
Palomar. Rides
call 543-3473

RUSH OK'F

TONIGHT 6pm Comedy/Pizza ® House
SAT NOON Sporls Day ® Chorro
1439 Phillips info: 543-9652

Events

LIFE WITH HIV

ERICA SOLEM

AN AIDS AWARENESS SEMINAR
Thur. March 4, 11:00 to 1.00
Rm. 220 in UU Bldg
GUEST PANEL TO SPEAK ON AIDS

YOUR SISTERS AT I K WISH TO
CONGRATULATE YOU ON YOUR
I N LAVALIEPE!
<DA©
Mon BBQ OA© House 6pm
Tues Slide Show Sand. Plant 6pm
Wed Ice Cream with A<I>®«l>A©-7pm
Fri Hypnotist OA© House 6pm
Sal Casino Night <t>AB House 6pm
Sun Interviews OA© House 6pm

I

Word Processing
LOW-RATE LOCAL W ORD-PROCESSING
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143

GET

^ DRiHK OT
WMER’

0 < , BVJT

MURRT

R&R W ORD PROCESSING,(
17YRS EXP,LASER PRINTER,544-2é91

Travel
A§l 6UTm&§

BREAK 7KH

-CANYONEERING IN UTAH
-BACKPACKING IN THE VENTANA
WILDERNESS
-WINTER MOUNTAINEERING AT ALTA
PEAK IN SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK
COME AND CHECK IT OUT! SIGN-UP
IN THE ESCAPE ROUTE TODAY!!

For Sale

GUNS N ROSES

AUTOGRAPHED PLATINUM ALBUM
ONE OF A KIND BEST OFFER
CALL MIKE AT 547-1533

PROTECT
YOURSELF!

PERSONAL SECURITY DEVICES FOR
SALE .ALSO FOR HOME&AUTO. FOR
MORE INFO.PLEASE CALL 541-0714
TANDY 1000 TL/2 (IBM COMP)
40M HD W / PRGRMS; EPSON PRNTER
$550 OBO; KEVIN 542-0592

Roommates
FEM.OWN ROOM CLOSE TO POLY
290 WATER+TRASH PAID 545-8803

Opportunities
‘ CAUTION: Make no investments before
investigating advertisements in
Opportunities which require
investments in stock sarnples,
equipment or cash bonds.

CRUISE SHIP HIRING - Earn
2,000+/monlh. Summer and Carrer
employment available. No experience
necessary. For program call
3-634-C
■■ ext.C6005
-0468
----------1-206-

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make
money teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Many provide room & board + other
benelits! Make $2,000-$4,000-f per
month. No previous training or
teaching certificate required.
For employment program call:
(206)632-1146 ext. J6005

Employment
Are you from the Conejo, Simi
San Fernando Valley areas?
Children's day camp in Agoura
seeks special, caring, fun
people. General counselors &
specialty instructors lor
horseback riding, cratts,
swimming,nature, drama
boat/tishing! (818)889-8383

DAY CAMP saving Conejo & San
Fernando Valleys seeks caring,
friendly people lor summer
staff. General counselors &
special instructors for nature,
gym,horseback riding.music
crafts, swimming and more.
Great Place!!! 818-706-8255

Female Roommate
Wanted as soon as possible Share
room Carhill corxlos 541-3707

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SPRING AND/OR SUMMER QUARTERS
$321.50/MONTH INCL. GAS. WATER
AND TRASH. LG RM IN LG APT.
NONSMOKING FEM PREF 545-0961

MALE ROOMMATE

OWN ROOM FOR SPRING QUARTER
2 MIN WALK TO POLY. JUST S299/MO
CALL 543-6240
NEED FEM. ROOMMATE SPR QUART.
OWN ROOM W / PATIO. 1 MIN WALK
TO POLY. A MUST SEE! 545-5936
OWN RM FEMALE
290 + DEP LRG 3BR CONDO MARCH 20
W /D 2.5 BATH 543-4867 LV MSG
OWN ROOM
$280/MO. NICE, QUIET CONDO.
AVAILABLE MARCH 22 M/F
SUBLEASE AP.-AUG CALL 544-1570
OWN ROOM AVAIL. SPR. QTR.
NEAR POLY AND DOWNTOWN S300/MO
FEMALE PREF. CALL 549-0358
OWN ROOM WITH 1/2BATH 5 MIN. FROM
CAMPUS 280/MO AVAIL. 3-1 544-9231
PRIVATE RM & BATH-JACUZZI
M/F AVAIL. 3/18 GRT. ROOMMATES
NEW HOUSE 544-2147 $300
Room For Rent Spring Quarter
285 mo. plus utilities wash&dry
3 other guys Call Steve 544-5356

ROOM FOR RENT
SALES/MERCHANDISER-P ART-TIME
Major toy company seeking to
hire merch. on Central Coast.
Flexible hours. Dependable car
a must. Car expenses paid.
Call Erin Simpson: 310-981-5346
Spring/Summer Mgmt Internships:
25 students needed to till
branch mgr. positions. DutiesInterviewing, advertising,
marketing, sales, training
employees, cust. relations,
acctg. & operations mgmt. Avg.
earnings $7k+ lor summer wAop
interns having oppor. to earn
$40-60k/yr alter graduation in
regional magr positions. /Vppl.
deadline: 3/5/93. For more
info call Student Works Corp1-800-394-6000 or 545-0811.

SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS
Most positions filled by Feb.
Gain val. exp. managing 6-8
employees, customers, and
suppliers. Avg earnings
6-16,000-r. Call
"University Painting Pros"
Inlo/appl. Call 800-525-5877.

OWN ROOM $333 PER MONTH
CLOSE TO POLY/DOWNTOWN
AVAILABLE MAR 1 DAVE 543-7518

ROOM FOR RENT

275, NO DEP., QUICK WALK TO POLY
AVAILABLE NOW ..CALL 543-4570
ROOM FOR RENT 200 MO. /. BILLS
SLO CALL CHRIS 547-1533

ROOM FOR RENT TOW NHOUSE 312.50MONTH AVAIL M ARI CALL MARK AT
544-2320 NEAR FRENCH HOSPITAL
ROOMMATE WANTED STARTING 3/1
PRIVATE ROOM 2B-1B HOME
WATER&GARBAGE INCLUDED + EXTRAS
HOME FURNISHED-EXCEPT ROOM
STEPHEN 541-3397

SPRING SUBLET

STUDIO VERY CHEAP CALL 549-8102

Rental Housing
For Sale
286 PC, 32MB HD, 1.2 FD, VGA
Mono, Modem access to PolyCat,
sttwr, $375, Richard 546-9632

HOUSE 4 RENT

3 blocks to Poly. Huge. I mean huge
yard! One massive 1-3 person room
& medium room. D oni miss this one.
$700 543-9237
SLO 3-bdrm house 4 rent $960.
Large family rm. W&dryer D/W
Included 544-5385, After 5pm

UP

Homes for Sale
FOR A FREE LIST OF HOUSES &
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370
Farrell Smyth R/E
LARGE 1 BEDROOM MOBILEHOME IN
SLO WITH YARD. PETS OK, OWNER
FACING BANKRUPTCY. MUST SELL
$15,000/OFFER OR RENT $490 MO.
UTIL. INC. 547-0315 AFTER 6PM

Cal Poly's Project FOCUS
would like to thank:
Popolo Carry-Out
Pepsi-Cola
F McLintocks
Boston Bagel Co.
Bond's BBQ
Burger King
Gus's
KFC
Hobee's
P R O J E C T
and the Environmental Council,
Cal Poly Crew Team,Students,
and Community Volunteers
for making the Morro Bay Estuary

FOCUS

Clean-Up a HUGE success!

S p r i n g Break ' B 3
■ 'i.

I" '

Bdckpdcking in the
Denturd tuilderness
UJinter Houotdineering
in SequoidHdtiondlPdrk
Cdgoneering in (ltdh
Come on one of our adventures, or
let us Help you create your own!
STOP BY The Ecape Route Today!

M ustang D aily

It’s mustwin time
for Poly
By Cam Inman
Sports Editor_____

The offense of Cal Poly’s
women’s basketball team has
been up and down this season.
It will have to be up tonight.
The Mustangs’ season relies
on it.
Cal State Dominguez Hills
comes to Mott Gym tonight for a
7:30 p.m. game with Cal Poly,
which e n te rs the contest
desperate for a win.
Cal Poly sits in fifth-place in
the California Collegiate Athletic
Association with a 5-5 mark,
9-12 overall.
The Mustangs need a win to
move into fourth place in the
CCAA and better their chance of
earning a berth in the conference
playoffs, which feature the
CCAA’s top-four teams.
“They’re well aware of the fact
that we need to win this game,”
Cal Poly coach Jill Orrock said of
her team’s attitude going into
tonight’s contest.
With Cal Poly Pomona (9-1)
and UC Riverside (8-3) having
already clinched spots in the
postseason tourney, the Mus
tangs are vying for berths with
Dominguez Hills (6-4) and Cal
State San Bernardino (6-5).
A Cal Poly loss would most
likely eliminate the Mustangs
from gaining a berth as Satur
day’s finales feature Cal Poly at
Cal State Los Angeles, Domin
guez Hills at first-place Pomona
and San Bernardino at last-place
Chapman.
Cal Poly lost to Dominguez
Hills 61-54 in their Jan. 30 meet
ing.
“We learned that if you don’t
have any offense, you’re not
going to win,” Orrock said when
asked about what she got out of
the earlier loss to the Toros. “We
didn’t work well as a team and
we were impatient with our
shots.”
An inconsistent offense has
plagued the Mustangs, and Or
rock knows it.
“We’ve been focusing offen
sively,” she said. “It’s something
we’ve addressed and need.”

★ ★ ATHLETES OF THE W EEK^^
MAI.E:
JE F F OLIVER
Basketball
A frustrating
year for the Mus t a n g s ’ m e n 's b a s -

ketball team
found a bright
spot Saturday
night
when
Oliver canned a
three-poiner
with 30 seconds
left to lift Cal
Poly to an 80-79
upset win over
16th ranked UC Riverside.
"That's a big bucket," Cal Poly
coach Steve Beason said Satur
day of Oliver’s trey. "He just
stepped up and knocked it
down."
Oliver finished the night v/ith
25 points, five rebounds and
^even assists.
The junior point guard also
provided last-minute thrills in
Friday's loss to Cal State San
Bernardino. Oliver again hit a
three-pointer with 30 ticks left,
then stole the Coyotes' in
bounds pass, dished off to Greg
Paulson, who hit a jumper to
send the game into overtime.
Oliver had a team-high 18
points Friday.
O ther nominees:
Je re m y B ran n o n (Sw im 
ming):
Brannon swam to three victo
ries — all of which were na
tional qualifying times—in the
CCAA Championships.
Don Miller (Wrestling):
Coming off an 11-2 win a week
earlier, Miller won 5-1 Sunday.

FEMALE;
MARIA SLIGHT
(Swimming)
A pair of victo
ries in the CCAA
Championships
on Saturday and
Sunday helped
Slightfinish sec
ond in overall
points.
Slight won the
100 breast in
1:07.45 on Sat
urday, and re
turned Sunday
with a victory in the 200 breast
(2:23.73).
Both times qualified Slight
for the NCAA Division II Na
tional Championships, to be
held March 10-13 in Clanton,
Ohio.
Also at the CCAA Champion
ships, Slight finished third in
both the 400 individual medley
(4:46.69) and 200 individual
medley (2:14.37).
She also swam on Cal Poly's
third-place 800 free relay team
on Saturday.
O ther nominees:
Kelli Hoffman (Basketball):
The 5-9 freshman guard came
off the bench to score a careerhigh 13 points in Friday's 9653 Mustang win at Chapman.
Hoffman also scored in double
figures Saturday with 10
points.
Tracy Arnold (Tennis):
Playing in the No. 1 slot, the
freshman from Arizona battled
to a 7-6 first-set win and fin
ished her opponent off, 6-2, in
the second set on Sunday.

Student-athletes to be
honored tonight at Mott
Cal Poly’s top student-athletes
will have to take a break from
their studies tonight.
At halftime of the 7:30 p.m.
game between the Mustangs and
Cal State Dominguez Hills, a
total of 49 student-athletes will
be recognized.
Each student-athlete who
recorded a 3.5 grade-pointaverage or higher in either the
fall quarter or as a cumulative

mark will be honored. The deans
or associate deans of Cal Poly’s
six different colleges will be in
attendance. They include Wally
Mark (College of Agriculture),
Tbm Ballew (Architecture and
Environmental Design), Gerry
Cunico (Business), Dr. Paul E.
Rainey (Engineering), Henry
Sharp, Jr. and Susan Currier
(Liberal Arts) and Philip S.
Bailey (Science and Math).

Do y o u want the fa te of your c a re e r determined by lawyers?
Do you want to p a y royalties to sam eo ne else for something you created?
Are you willing to pay o research team of 25 people to spend weeks to find out if o 25-line alorithm has been patented?
Are you willing to hove the d e v e lo p m e n t of technology in this country grind to o screeching halt?

ACM , UPE, lEEE-CS, and lEEE-Robotks Society present a forum on

SOFTWARE PATENTS

Panel Speakers: 11:00 AM Thursday, February 25
Dr. Ron Oliver
50-B05 (Science Building)
Dr. Lee Burgunder
Everyone W elcom e

